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The World Wide Web, for much of its existence, has been a method for distributing passive
information to a widely distributed number of people. The Web has, indeed, been exceptionally
good for that purpose. With the addition of forms and image maps, Web pages began to become
interactive—but the interaction was often simply a new way to get at the same information. The
limitations of Web distribution were all too apparent once designers began to try to stretch the
boundaries of what the Web can do. Even other innovations, such as Netscape’s server push to
create dynamic animations, were merely clever tricks layered on top of a framework that wasn’t
built to support much other than static documents with images and text.

Enter Java, and the capability for Web pages of containing Java applets. Applets are small
programs that create animations, multimedia presentations, real-time (video) games, multi-user
networked games, and real interactivity—in fact, most anything a small program can do, Java
applets can. Downloaded over the net and executed inside a Web page by a browser that supports
Java, applets are an enormous step beyond standard Web design.

The disadvantage of Java is that to create Java applets right now, you need to write them in the
Java language. Java is a programming language, and as such, creating Java applets is more
difficult than creating a Web page or a form using HTML. Soon there will be tools and programs
that will make creating Java applets easier—they may be available by the time you read this. For
now, however, the only way to delve into Java is to learn the language and start playing with the
raw Java code. Even when the tools come out, you may want to do more with Java than the tools
can provide, and you’re back to learning the language.

That’s where Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days comes in. This book teaches you all about the Java
language and how to use it to create not only applets, but also applications, which are more
general Java programs that don’t need to run inside a Web browser. By the time you get through
with this book, you’ll know enough about Java to do just about anything, inside an applet or
out.
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Ext.NET Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2012

	This book will show how to use Ext.NET 2 to create sophisticated and highly

	interactive web applications whether you use ASP.NET Web Forms or ASP.NET

	MVC. The chapters will go through setting up and exploring various controls

	that Ext.NET provides. It will look at the sophisticated AJAX and data-handling

	options available while...
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Map Scripting 101: An Example-Driven Guide to Building Interactive Maps with Bing, Yahoo!, and Google MapsNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The Web has changed our lives in many
		ways. The first online, on-demand driving
		directions from MapQuest very nearly rendered
		traditional road atlases obsolete. Today,
		many websites that provide driving directions also
		make their maps available to developers. Using these
		mapping APIs, you can plot your own points or...
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Blender 2.5 HOTSHOTPackt Publishing, 2011

	With Blender 2.5 Hotshot you will take a tour around Blender 3D tools and discover the tight
	integration between them by working on projects covering many aspects of computer image
	generation, modeling, lighting, compositing, animation, and the game engine.


	Using a projects based approach you will learn fun and challenging...
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The Art of Assembly LanguageNo Starch Press, 2003
Assembly language is easier than ever, thanks to modern development tools and The Art of Assembly Language.

After a decade of rigorous end-user testing of the online version, The Art of Assembly Language is an indispensable reference for using assembly to write powerful programs and solve real-world problems. Hyde has...
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From P2P to Web Services and Grids: Peers in a Client/Server WorldSpringer, 2004
"From P2P to Web Services and Grids" provides a comprehensive overview of emerging distributed-systems technologies. It covers peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, which have revolutionized the way we think about distributed computing and the internet, alternative solutions, most notably web services and Grid computing, but...
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Pro C# 2010 and the .NET 4 Platform, Fifth EditionApress, 2010

	The first edition of this book was released at the 2001 Tech-Ed conference in Atlanta, Georgia. At that time, the .NET platform was still a beta product, and in many ways, so was this book. This is not to say that the early editions of this text did not have merit—after all, the book was a 2002 Jolt Award finalist and it won the 2003...
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